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Abstract 
 
This commentary consists of an introduction and two papers (think pieces). The 
papers were originally written for the Department of Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG)’s Planning Research Network as inputs into the thought process 
for the preparation of the 2007 Planning White Paper. The authors were invited to 
produce short, forward-looking papers that highlight how the key aspects of our 
environment are likely to change in the future and what might be their implications 
for planning policy and the way we manage urban growth. The focus was on the 
following questions: What are the three key issues that planning policy will need to 
consider in the next twenty plus years? What spatial planning solutions to these issues 
should be considered?  Are there any tensions or trade-offs between the solutions for 
different issues? What other types of policies will be key to delivering on these 
issues? The papers are presented below in an attempt to make them available to the 
wider community of social scientists and to stimulate further discussions. 
 
Introduction  
 
The desire to peer into the future is a human trait as old as the Biblical 
prophets and the oracle at Delphi. And the desire to project urban futures is at 
least as old as Plato’s description of the ideal city-state in The Republic 
(LeGates and Stout, 2003:467).  
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However, both the pace of futurist predictions and the conceptions of futures change 
overtime. The former seems to gather pace at times when great social and historical 
shifts are taking place. Such was the case during the industrial revolution, and such is 
the case today when technological and environmental changes are demanding new 
forms of urban development. As regards conceptions of futures, it is argued that for 
the pre-industrial society future was unknown while for the industrial society it was 
an extension of the present. Today, future is seen as largely open and may be radically 
different from the present, with uncertainties about how to manage change being rife. 
As Alvin Toffler (1970) once pointed out, every society faces a succession of 
probable and an array of possible futures and a conflict over preferable ones. Hence, 
the challenge of managing change and influencing its direction calls not only for the 
science of determining the probable and the art of delineating the possible, but also 
the politics of defining the preferable future.  Spatial planning is one of the few 
disciplines within social sciences which are preoccupied by not just understanding 
possible urban futures, but also finding ways of changing them in the pursuit of 
collectively agreed preferable futures. Spatial planning is therefore as much about the 
politics of place making as it is about the science and art of futurisms. This means that 
maintaining a close link between policy and research is particularly important in 
building capacity and mobilising resources to achieve what is considered as preferred 
future directions for spatial development (Davoudi 2006).  
 
In an attempt to enhance such a link, in May 2003 I was commissioned by the 
Department of Communities and local Government (DCLG) to establish and 
coordinate a Planning Research Network consisting of senior researchers as well as 
representatives from research funding bodies and major planning networks such as the 
Royal Town Planning Institute. The Network began its activities at the time when the 
planning system was undergoing major changes in terms of both its conceptions of 
what spatial planning is about and its statutory basis as a response to the emerging 
social and spatial challenges as well as the question raised over the disciplinary and 
professional basis of planning. The pace of change and the desire to shed light on the 
future uncertainties led to commissioning three senior researchers to write short ‘think 
pieces’ on the future challenges for spatial planning in Britain. More specifically they 
were invited to produce short, forward-looking papers that highlight how the key 
aspects of our environment are likely to change in the future and what might be their 
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implications for planning policy and the way we manage urban growth. The focus was 
on the following questions: 
 
1. What are the three key issues that planning policy will need to consider in the 
next twenty plus years? 
2. What spatial planning solutions to these issues should be considered?  Are 
there any tensions or trade-offs between the solutions for different issues? 
3. What other types of policies will be key to delivering on these issues? 
 
The three ‘think pieces’ were discussed in a forum consisting of DCLG’s senior 
policy makers and analysts in December 2006 as an input into the thought process for 
the preparation of a new Planning White Paper which was later published in 2007 
(DCLG, 2007). The slightly revised versions of two papers are presented below1 in an 
attempt to make them available to the wider community of social scientists and to 
stimulate further discussions. Before that, it is useful to provide a brief summary of 
the think pieces and in particular highlight the areas in which they diverge or 
converge in their views about future planning challenges and the way forward.  
 
On Question 1, mentioned above, the think pieces complement each other to a large 
extent. Hence, while Paper One looks at the broader societal trends, Paper Two 
focuses on specific issues of land supply and demand. Together, they identify the 
following as the most challenging trends which need to be considered and tackled by 
spatial planning: 
• Environment and climate change 
• Rising income and income disparities 
• Skills for knowledge economy  
• Place qualities and regeneration 
• Conflict over the supply, demand and use of land and property  
 
When it comes to the question of what spatial planning solutions should be considered 
to deal with these challenges (Question 2), the think pieces begin to diverge in a 
number of areas. For Paper One, spatial planning solutions are secondary to the 
1 The third think piece, which is not presented here, was written by Professor Patsy Healey at 
Newcastle University, focusing particularly on issues of governance and capacity building. 
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central dilemmas facing Britain such as the persistent north-south socio-economic 
divide. Paper Two, however, considers planning as a vital tool in preventing 
irreversible harm to the environment, social stability and urban sprawl. There are of 
course other commentators who see the role of planning not just as a tool but as a key 
arena for establishing and pursuing ‘public interest’ in the management and making of 
places (e.g. Vigar et al, 2000). While both papers advocate specific policy directions 
for new and existing developments, they do not necessary agree on what the exact 
policy solution should be. Indeed, on issue of density which is at the heart of 
sustainable urban form, they have opposite views. If there is one single issue where 
the think pieces present a strong consensus on, that is their emphasis on the need for 
the devolution of decisions making powers to the local and regional governance, 
particularly in the field of planning. However, this is set in the context of the need for 
effective national coordination in the form of, for example, a national spatial strategy.   
 
As regards Question 3 and the identification of other types of policies that are needed 
to address the challenges, taxation and economic incentives loom large in both papers, 
so does policy packaging. Education and awareness raising is seen as an important 
complement to policy making particularly with regard to sustainable consumption 
behaviour, including consumption of the built environment which features strongly in 
Paper Two.  
 
Finally, as will be seen, the think pieces do not indulge in a utopian vision of the kind 
associated with people such as Ebenezer Howard and his ‘Garden City of Tomorrow’ 
or Melvin Webber and his ‘Post-City Age’. Neither do they portray radically different 
societies of a distant future. Instead, their futurist perspective is that of the near term 
and is based on the projection of the present and observable trends.  It is hoped that 
the issues raised in the papers will lead to a wider debate among social scientists 
about alternative futures.  
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Paper One  
 
1. Three key issues 
 
1.1 Environment /Global Warming 
There is almost universal agreement among scientists and the general public that 
global warming is a priority issue that must be handled expeditiously, whether by 
changing patterns of living and working, or by very rapid technological 
developments.  Less clear is the willingness of people to contemplate drastic changes 
in their lifestyle, which could entail (for instance) greatly reduced choice of goods and 
services (e.g. a more restricted choice of home-grown foods; restriction on the amount 
and scale of leisure travel), or the ability of politicians to take the lead in persuading 
them of the need for these changes while still remaining in office. 
 
1.2 The Impact of Rising Incomes 
It is almost self-evident that there is a long-running and deep-seated trend of rising 
productivity and rising incomes in the UK, as in other advanced economies.  Whether 
the growth trend is 2% per year compound or 3%, the result will be a doubling of real 
living standards over each 25-30 years.  Even though there is also clear evidence that 
income disparities are growing (particularly through acceleration of the incomes of 
the top decile), the evident result for most people will be that they will enjoy living 
standards enjoyed only by upper income groups today.  This has some problematic 
consequences, since many of the resulting changes in consumption (in particular, 
increased travel) will be resource-consuming and will contribute to global warming.  
Many more households will own two or three homes (town, country, abroad), 
travelling between them regularly; they will also take more holidays to exotic and 
distant locations.  One key question is how far these patterns are likely to be affected 
by policy changes, e.g. a sharp increase in the real cost of travel. 
 
Another consequence is that, whether or not income disparities continue to grow, 
absolute differences between rich and poor are certain to increase, leading to 
increased envy and social strain.  This will be associated with another trend already 
very evident: a prevalent culture of consumption, especially among youngest age 
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groups, associated with the increased power of marketing.  Evidence already suggests 
that children and adolescents increasingly judge themselves and their peers in terms of 
their command over stylish consumption goods.  Among lower-income groups, where 
the phenomenon is exacerbated by family breakdown, this may be exaggerated to an 
obsession, since stylish personal display may become a substitute for a sense of 
failure in other more basic respects. 
 
1.3 Education for the Knowledge Economy 
There is abundant evidence, stretching back over several decades, of a severe and 
growing disjuncture in educational achievement between the majority (80-90%) who 
are achieving satisfactory qualifications to enter the “New Knowledge Economy” and 
a small minority who are failing to do so and are in consequence falling into a life of 
semi-permanent unemployment and unemployability, alcohol and drug abuse, early 
female pregnancy, anti-social behaviour, petty crime and violence. Though it is 
generally accepted that this group contributes disproportionately to crime and anti-
social behaviour, impacting particularly on the poorer areas of cities and towns where 
the less acceptable social housing is concentrated, there is little agreement on the 
basic causes or possible remedies.  It appears that these patterns tend to be transferred 
from one generation to the next through poor parenting, child abuse and taking into 
care, but untangling the precise sequence of causation (some of it psychologically 
complex) has proved intractable; hence the difficulty in developing remedial 
strategies.  Some of the most promising include very early learning assistance for 
deprived children, deep psychological counselling for the same children, and remedial 
education for adults (disproportionate numbers of prisoners have learning difficulties, 
but their prison terms are too short for effective remediation). 
 
2. Spatial Planning Solutions 
 
2.1 North versus South 
A continuing issue for UK spatial planning, which has now continued since the 1930s, 
is the continuing imbalance between the economic dynamism of London and its 
surrounding Mega-City Region, and the much more sluggish growth of the Midlands 
and North, best represented as an “archipelago economy” of partial economic revival 
in the Core Cities (in part driven by expansion of public services such as Higher 
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Education) and lack of economic recovery in the ex-industrial towns in the City 
Regions around them.  This has impacted seriously on housing policy, with an 
increasing problem of shortage and affordability in the south contrasted with a 
problem of weak demand and housing abandonment in parts of the northern City 
Regions.  The government has addressed this though its Sustainable Communities 
strategy, which simultaneously seeks to boost housing supply in three selected growth 
corridors in the south (now supplemented by growth centres in selected locations 
outside these corridors) while pursuing a policy of selective demolition and 
rehabilitation in nine Pathfinder areas in the north.  In the medium term, following 
through the consequences, there appear to be a number of possible strategies which 
are not mutually exclusive: 
 
• Using the growth corridors to “grow” the southern economy into the 
Midlands.  One of these corridors already extends to Corby, 82 miles from 
London; another to Peterborough, 76 miles distant.  It is conceivable over 
time that these corridors could extend farther to the West and East 
Midlands cities. 
 
• Bringing the north closer to the south by improved transport infrastructure, 
notably the proposed north-south high-speed rail line.  Though rejected by 
the Eddington report, which flatly denies that transport investment can 
revive lagging regions, this is still a live issue – particularly since 
Eddington leaves open the possibility of building such a line in stages, first 
to relieve existing congested lines within about 100 miles of London. 
 
• Bringing the northern ex-industrial towns closer to their core cities 
through rail and light rail investments; again implicitly questioned by 
Eddington, but being pursued through such developments as the 
Manchester Metrolink extensions to Oldham and Rochdale. 
 
• Finding “New Economy” solutions for the ex-industrial towns, as 
proposed for instance by the late Anthony Wilson and his partner Yvette 
Livesey for Burnley.  The challenge here is the vast scale of the problem 
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and the need to develop unique and appropriate solutions tailored to the 
history and culture of each of these places. 
 
These solutions in turn pose second-order problems, which are now discussed. 
 
2.2 Challenges for the South 
As the Sustainable Communities strategy unrolls in the South East Mega-City Region, 
three distinct and related issues have emerged, most notably in the development of 
Regional Spatial Strategies and their Examination in Public. 
 
• London’s Spatial Structure: given the national importance of London’s 
Advanced Service economy, its spatial distribution and its relationship to 
the wider labour catchment area becomes crucial.  The Mayor’s preferred 
strategy, as outlined in the 2004 approved London Plan and as developed 
in early draft versions of the 2008 review, is of strong concentration in the 
existing City-West End Central Business District with extensions eastward 
to Canary Wharf and the new Stratford City development just about to 
start.  In contrast development in the existing centres of outer London is 
given relatively little emphasis.  This is in sharp contrast to the South East 
RSS, which is based on strong hubs in the ring 30-50 miles from the centre 
of London.  However the preliminary draft of the Thames Gateway Plan 
seems to accord with the Mayor in accepting that the great majority of all 
employment will be concentrated in Canary Wharf and Stratford City, in 
effect making the rest of the Gateway into commuter suburbs stretching far 
down the rail lines into Essex and Kent.  Related to this, the Mayor’s Plan 
lays great emphasis on densifying new development and redevelopment 
wherever possible, most notably in the opportunity areas of the Gateway 
(Lower Lea Valley, Greenwich/Charlton, Deptford, Barking Riverside) but 
also around the Outer London centres, where it may conflict with existing 
Conservation Area policies; this issue is likely to loom large in the 
forthcoming debate on the Mayor’s proposed new powers to override 
Borough policies on such issues. 
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• Growth Corridors/Growth Areas: Near In or Far Out? The East of 
England EiP Panel Report effectively challenged the DCLG strategy for 
the London-Stansted-Peterborough-Cambridge corridor, substituting a 
policy for more widely dispersed Growth Centres including greater 
emphasis on a “London Arc” of towns from Watford and Hemel 
Hempstead to Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City, 17-25 miles from 
Central London.  One rationale for this is that it will release more new 
homes to meet demand close to London, thus helping reduce commuting 
costs and times; it happens to chime with the Barker Review 
recommendation for a review of Green Belt boundaries, including the 
possibility of selective release of Green Belt in exchange for upgrade of 
remaining Green Belt land for active recreation (the “Stockley Park” 
solution).  But it conflicts with evidence that development farther out 
(beyond approximately a 40-mile ring from London) will help generate a 
much higher degree (75-85%) of self-containment within Travel to Work 
(Functional Urban Region) boundaries.  Put simplistically: is the less bad 
solution to put development in the 20-35-mile ring, with more commuters 
over short distances, or in the 60-80-mile ring, with far fewer commuters 
travelling over very long distances?  This issue cannot however be 
separated from the one raised by the Thames Gateway Interim Plan: in that 
corridor, can strong employment centres be generated at greater distances 
from London, particularly in Essex where the most distant location 
(Southend) is only 35 miles distant? 
 
2.3 Challenges for the North 
The key challenges for the North are quite different: 
 
• Creating Family-Friendly Housing in the Core Cities: Research by ippr 
suggests that the “Urban Renaissance” in the Core Cities, though impressive, 
has catered almost entirely so far for a clientele of students and young 
professionals who regard this as a temporary way station which they will 
abandon for a suburban lifestyle as soon as they begin to rear children.  
Imaginative developers like Urban Splash are seeking to develop family-
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friendly housing in Manchester that would allow these people, if they wished, 
to remain in the city, but they are finding that it involves a whole raft of other 
policies, including the provision of better city schools. 
 
• Developing a Commuter Economy in the City Region towns: historical 
experience suggests that the remarkable growth of the London Mega-City 
Region in part resulted from the development of towns in the 20-40-mile ring 
as commuter dormitories for London in the 1950s and 1960s, allowing them in 
turn to develop a strong base of residentiary service employment and then, 
later, to attract decentralised offices to capture a part of the commuter labour 
force.  The question is whether, with enhanced commuter service, the northern 
City Region towns could develop in the same way.  But it appears that there 
are crucial differences: historically, these towns had a weaker base of service 
industry and of an accompanying white-collar labour force; also, their 
residential offer is much poorer.  Indeed, it is now observable that there is a 
major gulf between these towns and their neighbouring rural areas, which 
invariably stand at the opposite end of the scale in terms of the DCLG IMD 
2004 and which typically have house prices 50-100% higher than in the next-
door town.  Ironically, therefore, the base for a southern-style commuter 
economy is more likely to be found in small rural towns like Clitheroe or 
Congleton than in closer ex-industrial places like Burnley or Stockport. 
 
3. What Other Types of Policies? 
 
It will doubtless be noticed that the spatial planning solutions outlined in Section 2 
above are unrelated, or only weakly and indirectly related, to the key issues 
outlined in Section 1.  This is because – in the author’s personal view – spatial 
planning issues are somewhat secondary to the central dilemmas facing Britain 
today.  Insofar as they are relevant (for instance, through the effect of travel on 
energy consumption and global warming), other solutions than spatial planning 
ones may well be found to be more apposite and effective.  Some illustrations are 
given below. 
 
3.1 Environment/Global Warming 
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As discussed in the Stern report, fiscal/economic policies may be most appropriate 
to influence directly the behaviour of both users and suppliers, and thereby to 
trigger technological developments that could potentially alter the decision 
parameters.  In particular, substantially higher rates of taxation could have a major 
influence on both the decision to make a journey (especially for leisure) and the 
mode of travel (substitution of ground travel, especially rail, for air).  This could 
be usefully coupled with traded carbon credits for both consumers and producers.  
In the medium term, this could have two useful effects: (1) convergence of travel 
modes, whereby airline companies increasingly bought shares in rail operators to 
manage their short-distance feeds (as Lufthansa and DB are already doing, e.g. 
between Frankfurt and Stuttgart); (2) accelerated technological breakthroughs, in 
particular the development of a commercially-viable private vehicle using 
alternative energy sources such as a fuel cell. 
 
3.2 The Impact of Rising Incomes 
This is perhaps the least tractable problem, except that its solution may depend in 
part on developments under 3.1 (including the possibility that global warming 
may make leisure time in Britain a highly attractive option both for British and 
overseas customers).   The key lies in development of alternative goods and 
services which will serve as effective substitutes for high-income options such as 
exotic holidays and second or third homes.  This needs further development. 
 
3.3 Education for the Knowledge Economy 
Lower-qualified, lower-skilled workers will find themselves in increasing 
competition with well-qualified migrants from less-developed countries and 
continents, willing and able to work long hours at wage levels below those 
expected  by UK recipients (as already seen since the East European accession of 
May 2004).  This is already leading to a widespread political backlash, impelling 
the need to develop policies that will bring UK-born unemployed workers into the 
labour force – with what outcome, remains to be seen.  If the unemployed workers 
are sufficiently incentivised, the supply-side policies will consist in a major 
attempt to raise levels of adult literacy and numeracy, coupled with training in the 
social skills necessary for many jobs in the new service economy.  These will 
need to be developed at the local level in association with employers and 
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employer organisations, so that they can be tailored to the needs of each local 
economy.  They will need to be coupled with broader social and medical 
programmes, such as initiatives to reduce drug dependence. 
 
The evident problem with such “tough love” programmes is that they may run 
counter to other parallel initiatives designed to reduce welfare dependence.  To 
take an obvious instance, withdrawal of housing benefit and incapacity benefit 
from young lone mothers may make them even more dependent on other benefits 
as well as exposing serious physical or mental health problems.  This suggests that 
the appropriate strategy may be a complex one, whereby withdrawal of benefits is 
associated with entry into new programmes.  Such policy bundles are most likely 
to be developed locally, with knowledge of the individual or the household.  This 
has obvious implications for the future of mainstream and specialised social 
programmes.  A major question here is how to provide a more effective and 
humane alternative to gaol for the delivery of the workplace and social skills 
necessary to perform effectively in the Knowledge Economy. 
 
Such changes would best be developed locally, through experiments that could be 
tested and, if successful, then be rolled out more widely.  For instance, the shock 
of withdrawing benefits could be coupled with counselling to help develop the 
capacity for multitasking, in particular juggling employment and childcare.  And 
the proposed extension of school hours into the evenings could, if piloted locally, 
play an additional role.  Likewise, special intensive literacy courses could be 
provided for newly released prisoners.  All these could be incorporated into local 
regeneration programmes developed by urban development corporations, urban 
regeneration companies and similar bodies.  In turn, Regional Development 
Agencies could be encouraged to set aside funds for pilot schemes like these.  
Such local piloting could avoid the mistake of launching major national initiatives 
without first testing for the difficulties that will almost certainly arise in practice.  
Thus they could produce notable economies in time and money. 
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Paper Two  
 
There are many vested interests in the planning problems we face. Landowners gain 
or lose on a major scale from planning decisions; developers play for high profits on 
the basis of high risks; government is required to orchestrate the common good, social 
and economic progress, environmental protection, security, mobility and many other 
critical but conflictual factors. 
 
I make three core assumptions in this paper:  
• the desire to use more land to generate more economic growth and meet social 
aspirations will continue; 
• the link between land use, climate change and social conditions is direct while our 
current and planned patterns of development pose serious risks in these areas for 
our future;  
• mounting pressures over restricted space, its distribution and equitable access to it 
will create political problems. 
 
The market provides an imperfect mechanism for tackling these problems but 
planning has many limitations, illustrated by bad past decisions such as estate 
building or the location of some new towns.  Growth per se is obviously not an 
adequate answer as Kate Barker accepts in her recent planning report. We must work 
within the knowledge that any relief through the use of additional land will be short 
term due to finite land and environmental problems. Development of all kinds is 
increasingly difficult and expensive as a result. Land supply is a major constraint in a 
heavily populated and highly developed island nation. Environmental limits are 
already severely breached on a planetary scale and the UK is among the highest users 
of energy, particularly in transport and low density land use. The dominance of large 
urban settlements in need of constant renewal and upgrading is a major challenge to 
our future sustainability as a modern economy. This paper considers planning 
challenges under three main headings in turn: 
 
1. Land supply pressures and land use demands and needs; 
2. Environmental impact of development and the link with climate change; 
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3. Regeneration of existing areas to integrate new social, economic and 
environmental imperatives. 
 
1. Land Supply Pressures and Land use Demands and Needs 
 
Land supply pressures are intense in spite of the much vaunted argument that only 
11% of Britain’s land is built on. There are several obvious reasons:  
• the country is small and densely populated by international standards; 
• land prices are therefore high and agreement over planned development 
increasingly contentious; 
• 75% of Britain’s land is in use of one kind or another and most places are already 
under the impact of development in the broadest sense, so agreement is difficult 
on new uses; 
• Britain’s high overall average population density, measured per Km2 is in sharp 
contrast with its low urban population density per hectare, mainly as a result of 
outward planning and population movement over the twentieth century; 
• urban density has fallen from around 1500 people per hectare in the late 
nineteenth century to about 85 people per hectare today; other European cities are 
much denser in their cores and more popular as a result; 
• household size has shrunk so far that adequate basic services such as a bus or 
school now require 50 households per hectare; 
• most new housing demand is driven by single person households who may or may 
not form at current predicted rates; 
• space standards have risen, so demands are escalating in the face of increased 
pressure; 
• new building outside existing areas is socially and ethnically polarising. 
 
Land use demands and needs have been intense for 250 years in this country. Large 
parts of the country have almost continuous building with many towns almost running 
into each other. The national parks stand out as sharp delineators of preserved open 
space, whereas many parts of designated green belt areas are often hard to discern 
because of the impact of development. The European Union map of urban 
conurbations shows the UK as having the most extensive built up areas in Europe, in 
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the North West, Midlands and Yorkshire.  At the same time, planning, green belts and 
other land preservation measures, as well as the existence of unusable large areas of 
hilly moor land, have helped preserve many of Britain’s green landscapes. These are 
highly prized.  Four particular aspects of land use are challenging: 
 
1.1 Building and Development  
Widespread hostility to building more roads, warehouses, retail, homes, hospitals and 
so on is countered by economic fears that unless we follow the demands of the market 
jobs will jump to Europe and the Far East even faster than they currently are.  
Commercially driven development is generally insensitive to both social and 
environmental imperatives, driven by cost cutting and profit maximisation.  All 
development is traffic generating as current evidence shows, in spite of some efforts 
to curb car growth.  At the same time all development is highly energy intensive in 
embodied carbon even when its operating energy use is low or ‘carbon neutral’.  
There are large amounts of wasted, contaminated, scrap land that remain derelict 
because incentives for reuse are too low and the barriers to reuse too high.  Yet the 
preference for “new land” generates flood risk, sprawl, car dependence and neglect of 
existing areas. 
 
1.2 Social Impact of Current Land Use  
The U.S. model of market driven planning for growth and demand has created urban, 
social and environmental problems on a scale that is still unthinkable here: high and 
persistent levels of ghetto formation and extension; continuing rapid urban 
depopulation and suburban growth; loss of public and social provision; huge rise in 
inequality; six times our rate of incarceration and incidence of violent crime in spite 
of significant reductions; growth in planned, gated suburban communities involving 
20 million people; severe land and congestion problems offering harsh social and 
environmental lessons. The US uses almost double our level of energy per person to 
achieve this outcome.  We have only one twenty-fifth the land per person; therefore 
we cannot pursue mainly market driven commercial land use strategies without 
harming further our urban social structure and the natural environment on which we 
depend.   
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Within existing communities in this country, there is a large amount of underused 
infrastructure, spare capacity and under occupied spaces and buildings. Most urban 
areas are in need of major reinvestment and intensification of use.  Therefore an 
alternative conservation and recycling approach to planning offers significant 
potential. 
 
1.3 Farming  
Agriculture currently provides a low return and involves often damaging farming 
practices; therefore it seems easy to propose converting poor farm land to housing and 
is increasingly advocated by the housing lobby, both commercial and social. But 
farming is changing in important ways.  There is a big and continuing shift to organic 
production and local food supplies, leading to more intensive use of agricultural land. 
There is growing demand for woodland for building, coppicing and bio fuel.  There is 
an urgent need to protect biodiversity and restore natural ecosystems as ecological 
damage in many parts of the country due to over development and bad farming 
practice has potentially serious consequences for public health, food supplies, water 
and waste disposal.  
 
Changing climatic conditions, loss of soil fertility, and continuing population and 
urban growth in the developing world put increasing pressures on food production 
overseas.  We cannot rely on expansion of distant and unsustainable sources of food 
and raw materials such as soya, palm oil and wood. The use of irrigation and 
fertilisers are also close to their viable limit if not already exceeding it. Food outputs 
per head is falling and food reserves are also falling. Farming therefore will make 
bigger not smaller claims on land use from here on. 
 
1.4 Trees  
Britain is the most deforested country in Europe apart from Ireland according to the 
World Bank and EU. We are now replanting on a limited scale as a source of fuel, an 
anti-pollution and recycling measure, a carbon sink and food source e.g. fruit. 
Supermarkets this year simply could not get a fraction of the locally grown apples 
demanded because of past orchard removals under negative incentives.   
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Trees also hold valuable top soil in place, retain moisture, reduce wind damage, and 
help sustainable land use in many other ways. They help urban areas with air quality, 
shade, moisture retention, land drainage and flood prevention. Trees add cash value to 
urban neighbourhoods, partly as a result. Trees play a vital role in biodiversity, the 
food chain and the environment more generally.  Due to international pressures on 
forests, inevitably in a tree short country we will need to use more land, urban and 
rural, for trees in the future.   
 
This combination of factors - building development, land use, farming and trees - 
mean that land supply will continue to be the number one challenge.  There are no 
easy answers.  Therefore changing radically our land use patterns through incentives 
to reuse and use land more carefully seem vital. 
 
2. Environmental Impact of Development and the Link with Climate Change 
 
All physical development of buildings and ancillary services has an impact on the 
natural environment.  Beyond a certain point this becomes harmful e.g. tarmac and 
gravel excavation to build roads; energy to bake bricks; petrol to fuel cars. In the face 
of ever more powerful evidence of climate change, there is a growing consensus that 
reducing energy inputs and carbon outputs makes economic sense.  By far the biggest 
potential gain is in conservation, reuse, and lower energy and material throughputs. 
This applies particularly to buildings and land use. Planning should work within these 
new constraints. 
 
2.1 New Development 
Buildings, development activity and related transport account for nearly three quarters 
of our total energy use and carbon impact.  Costing these in relation to wider impacts 
would completely transform the economics of land use and building development.  
For no matter how efficiently we run a new building its embodied energy and related 
transport and infrastructure impact are significant. New development to make 
“rational use of land left over” has a cumulative impact on town extensions.  Our 
largely cultivated and therefore “artificial” countryside underlines the need for 
conservation, reinstatement and a new approach to the environment, now that we face 
our planetary and national limits.  Public protests are not only generated by 
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‘NIMBYISM’ but by genuine recognition of the finite limits of land and the 
cumulative impact of incremental development.  Planned new large scale 
developments do not overcome these problems, no matter how ‘eco-friendly’. 
 
2.2 Existing Development 
Urban areas rely on large hinterlands for resources, energy and space; our urban 
footprint is many times the size of our urban land cover.  The State of the Cities 
Report claims that cities are less energy intensive than non-urban areas, but this does 
not allow for wider environmental impacts and the cheap international manufactured 
imports on which cities heavily depend.  Being 80% urban means that land use, 
energy saving, reducing environmental impact, and social harmony, mainly involve 
existing urban areas. Therefore the issue of replacement building, retrofitting, 
remodelling, renewing existing buildings within urban areas are crucial to future 
planning social and economic progress.  A major shift in the focus of planning to 
existing areas is urgent.  This takes us to our third challenge. 
 
3. Regenerating Existing Built Up Areas and Sustainability 
 
Many buildings can last almost indefinitely with careful, continuous care as buildings 
are effectively rebuilt over time through renovation and remodelling.  They can be 
made highly efficient with lower energy inputs and environmental impact by applying 
known technologies. 
 
We can halve energy use in existing buildings with known insulation & heating 
methods but incentives are almost all negative e.g. 17.5% VAT on repair.  Similar 
barriers apply to the reuse of urban land.  Kate Barker recommends stronger fiscal 
incentives to encourage reuse of both land and buildings.  We need to look at already 
developed land and existing spaces for new development, new uses, energy saving, 
more sustainable communities, social gains, density. 
 
There are nine main ways of helping meet land and development needs while 
addressing environmental and social problems. Each is considered briefly here. Reuse 
of existing areas saves countryside & reduces sprawl; it makes services cheaper 
through greater proximity; the traditional density of urban centres is appealing and 
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offers untapped assets & potential; traditional street patterns & services are also 
attractive or have the potential to be so (shown by house lender surveys).  There is 
latent capacity in empty and under-used buildings and small sites. Inconvenient as this 
offer is to large developers, most builders are small and would gain from a shift to 
incentives for reuse.  There is much family housing (3 bedrooms plus garden) in 
existing areas but the tax on repair reduces their value.  Incentives to over occupy 
space by childless couples limit affordable housing access for families.  With changed 
incentives, we could make much more use of existing areas. 
 
3.1 Creating more mixed, integrated communities 
New build adds under 1% a year to the stock so it cannot address the urgent need for 
saving energy, integrating communities, supporting better services.  Unpopular 
existing areas are run down, with poor services, poor populations, unused spaces and 
buildings.  They are unattractive to better off people and investors, but offer the 
potential for more mixed communities if renovated, greened and preened.  There are 
inherent attractions in older communities, so incentives for repair, better street 
maintenance, higher quality public spaces, more integrated services would act as a 
magnet.  Neighbourhood renewal to date has been too narrowly focused to unleash 
this potential. Existing areas offer an affordable housing supply compared with the 
big costs of new build, demolition and replacement. 
 
3.2 Density 
Neighbourhood decline currently drives people out causing falling density and rising 
demand for new house building also at low density.  In post-war New Towns, the 
planned density was 38 homes per hectare to support local schools, shops, buses, 
parks etc with an average of 4 people per family; around 150 people per hectare.  To 
achieve the equivalent people density today requires at least 50 homes per hectare.  
The government minimum is still only 30 even though smaller households, traffic 
problems and social divisions require a higher average density, more akin to other 
European countries.  In addition, 40% of the cost of each home is land, but at a more 
sustainable density the land cost ratio would fall.  Only with more homes fitted into 
existing areas, will overall urban densities rise to sustainable levels and generate more 
integrated communities.   Higher density should lead to lower energy for transport, 
health services etc, and more viable schools. 
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 3.3 Social integration 
Ethnic polarisation is a big danger. Since 1991, in spite of wider ethnic dispersal by 
some groups across most areas, ethnic concentrations have grown within inner cities 
where they have traditionally settled.  Meanwhile new mixed communities outside 
cities are much less integrated.  Neighbourhood renewal done properly offers huge 
potential to help with social needs, affordable housing, ethnic integration and better 
service provision in poorer areas and general urban upgrading. 
   
3.4 Energy saving 
Older buildings are currently very leaky but contain much embodied energy.  They 
can be upgraded for far less than the cost of new build and offer a good investment if 
incentives for repair, renewal and energy efficiency of existing homes and areas are 
introduced on an equal footing with new build.  We need to do this anyway for carbon 
reasons since stock replacement is very slow.  The materials required to upgrade an 
existing home are about one tenth of new build.  Existing buildings can be made as 
energy efficient as new build at a fraction of the cost.  There is big potential for 
decentralised community power generation in existing communities which saves at 
least 40% of energy of itself.   
 
3.5 New uses 
Older buildings are adaptable: offices become homes and vice versa; ground floors 
become shops; schools become play centres; flats over shops are reclaimed.  
Changing work patterns make home-work links closer and potentially more efficient.  
The service economy needs multiple small businesses, requiring varied building 
styles.  Homes, churches, pubs, schools, health centres, shops, factories, warehouses, 
garages, sheds, basements, attics all offer potential spaces and are increasingly in 
demand.  Conversions are labour intensive but save materials, land, infrastructure, and 
generate demand for local builders, suppliers etc.  This helps restore the economy of 
declining existing communities.  
 
3.6 New build within existing communities 
Derelict unused sites abound.  If we focus only on reusing very small sites (1/2 – 2 
acres) they can more than meet current housing need even in London; sites under ½ 
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acre, which are myriad, can produce 10 homes each.  New infill spaces arise 
continually.  Corner ends, back alleys and garages can also provide building space.  
Petrol stations, as one example, are space hungry, wasteful and increasingly obsolete, 
so they offer significant development capacity.  “Scalpel demolition”, removing 
structurally dangerous and unusable buildings can create extra valuable space without 
involving area demolition which is socially contentious and seriously blighting.  
There are major social and environmental costs to planned area demolition. It is vital 
not to lose urban green space in the rush to infill.   
 
3.7 Winning existing communities 
There are many local objections to higher density, loss of space, more storeys etc 
within existing areas.  Handholding communities in understanding the potential gains 
of renewing their community and ensuring real community benefits is vital.  
Incentives are needed to upgrade existing homes; create more and better services; 
protect green spaces; enhance the familiar character of the area; increase 
neighbourhood management, security and supervision.  Families will be more easily 
kept together and affordable attractive housing become more locally available if we 
hold onto and reinvest in existing communities. 
 
The following chart summarises the issues discussed in this paper:  
 
3 main challenges for 
planning 
Possible responses 
Land Supply 
Land Uses 
- affordability & supply problems can be greatly helped by density, 
infill, conversions, upgrading 
- building as little as possible on new land, reusing existing / used land 
and buildings; integrating new within existing communities  
Climate Change - plan for new climate scenario 
- build in and cost full environmental proofing to all new development 
- charge full infrastructure and environmental cost of new 
development 
- conserve, reduce, recycle 
Existing Communities - focus effort on social integration 
- uncover capacity of existing areas 
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- require area/neighbourhood action plans 
- include renovated units within housing targets 
- plan for new build & existing homes to happen alongside each other 
- plan links between existing services and housing potential  
- plan / protect / enhance open spaces and facilities within existing 
areas 
 
Conclusions 
 
We are experiencing major land pressures through natural limits, long run urban–
industrial growth, rapid household fragmentation and increasing wealth. Current 
approaches seem politically, socially and environmentally unsustainable; supply does 
not meet demand, social polarisation & the depletion of built up areas present huge 
challenges.   
 
We need continuing tight constraints on further building on green land, stronger 
incentives for urban renewal and renovation, a planning focus on neighbourhood level 
land capacity and renewal, stronger environmental measures to reduce overall energy 
use and environmental impact of building and development. 
 
Some policy changes would help us move forward: equal VAT on new build and 
repair; charge the full infrastructure cost of new development; introduce strong fiscal 
incentives for reuse of small sites and existing underused buildings; develop a Code 
for Sustainable Existing Homes; require neighbourhood capacity studies; create 
incentives to free up and modernise existing family homes; protect and enhance urban 
green spaces, gardens, green belts etc; create incentives for shared household 
developments (for elderly, young, emergencies); raise the minimum average density 
for development to 50; actively promote greater ethnic and social integration within 
existing communities through renewal incentives. Planning could be a vital tool in 
preventing irreversible harm to the environment, to our social stability and to urban 
renewal. 
  
There are clear trade-offs between the desire for more built space, more cars and 
individual mobility, more protected green space, more family friendly parks and 
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social spaces, more secure, sustainable environments. Since land is finite and since 
financial and other resources are extremely unequally shared, the planning system 
should play a critical role in brokering potential conflicts and above all securing the 
common good. That is its central role in the 21st Century. 
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